QIROX® Safety Controller
Programmable operating range monitoring system for QIROX® robots

Artificial Intelligence!

Any hardware is only as good as the software that controls it.
Our QIROX® software ensures
maximum efficiency for your
automated welding processes.

Software
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CLOOS: Your brand for innovative welding technology!
Providing added value for our customers! This is the motivational force
behind our 700 employees. We are
constantly raising our bar by pushing
ourselves to provide innovative welding processes and solutions that will
contribute to the long-term commercial
success of your company!

applications, and QIROX®, the system
for automated welding and cutting, our
product range covers the entire spectrum of arc welding technology. Our
product portfolio includes intelligent
software, sensor and safety technology
solutions – all of which are customised
to meet your specific needs and requirements!
CLOOS provides full service solutions –
all from a single source!

Our process competence is at the forefront in welding and cutting of various
ferrous and non-ferrous metals. We
offer our customers individual solutions
which are optimized and adapted specifically to your product and production
requirements.
Leadership and competence equals
process automation and welding at its
best. Whatever your needs are,
we “Weld your way.”
CLOOS develops, manufactures and
delivers innovative solutions to more
than 40 countries worldwide. With our
QINEO®, the new generation of welding
machines for manual and automated

The system for automated welding and cutting.
QIROX® is the new CLOOS product brand comprising all solutions for automated welding and cutting. Due to its
modular design, the QIROX® system allows scalable solutions which can perfectly match your production requirements. The QIROX® system includes the robot technology, software, sensors, safety technology, positioners and the
interface to the process technology. It is completed by an extensive range of options and complementary services.
As a result of this comprehensive service from just one supplier, our customers can gain considerable economic and
quality benefits.
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Safety Controller

Programmable operating range monitoring system
for QIROX® robots
The QIROX® Safety Controller developed by CLOOS offers more flexible safety solutions at the working place. The programmable electronic system does not only
meet the classic tasks such as axis downtime and axis range limitation but also
new tasks such as the Cartesian space monitoring and safe reduced speed monitoring. This means: more safety in three dimensions.
To combine external safety technology such as light barriers and safety doors
the system already includes the necessary safety SPS. Due to the Cartesian space
monitoring smaller system layouts can be realised which minimises the required
production surface and the costs. Already today, the QIROX® Safety Controller is
ready for future functional upgrades such as manual movement or human-robot
cooperation.
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Functions

Smooth production flow by downtime monitoring

The QIROX® downtime monitoring is equipped with a redundant evaluation system and monitors the process runs of the positioners in every position. When there
are irregularities, the machine stops. Thus the highest level of working safety can
be guaranteed when loading the system.
Higher operational safety
Parallel working of worker and robot
is possible
Safe stop in any working position

Station 2
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Rotating C-frame

Station 1

Reliability through workplace limitation:

The workplace limitation of the QIROX® safety system ensure safe work flows in
a clearly defined working space. Depending on the requirements exactly defined
ranges can be programmed where the robot may move. Due to the corresponding programming the operating range of the machine is exactly determined to
the required production space. This operating range limitation can be used for
C-frames and linear tracks and allows a wear-resistant replacement of cams and
limit switches.

Station 2

Rotating C-frame

Station 1
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Functions

Confine the working space via Cartesian monitoring

The Cartesian position makes it possible to generate one or more virtual safety
fences. This guarantees that the robot only moves in the defined safety space.
When the limits are exceeded, the system automatically stops. The use of the
QIROX® Safety Controller in smaller system layouts minimises the required space
and allows to border the operating and safety range and to compress the production surface to the actually required zone.

Minimisation of the production
surface and cost reduction due to
realisation of smaller system layouts

Work space station 1
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Work space station 2

Virtual safety fence
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Advantages

Safety for you
You fully benefit from the QIROX® Safety Controller: The safety of your employees
is improved and the system facilitates constant, production-enhancing and costsaving working with reduced downtimes.

Modern, flexible safety system for
increase of productivity

Fast system commissioning by eliminating costly cabling

Cost-saving due to optimed space
requirement

	Sophisticated diagnosis concept with
clear text display of the error causes

Less downtime because of wearresistant components

	Pre-condition for a close Human-Machine cooperation (Safe Production)

Low maintenance
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Service

Active worldwide
There are more than 40 sales and service centres in our worldwide CLOOS organisation, which are at your disposal for sales and service. In addition, our experienced
service team in Haiger can be called at any time for any problems. In this way we
can ensure effective help on site if breakdowns occur.

Long service life guaranteed

Always at your service

With maintenance and inspection at
regular intervals the technical availability of a CLOOS system is nearly 100 %.
But if faults do occur, we can minimise
downtime by means of a quick repair.
This is ensured by well-equipped spare
parts stores and a computer-controlled
logistic system.

Our Service Hotline is free of charge and
in the case of emergencies is always
available for you.
Even in the case of products which have
been in use for more than 20 years we
have the expertise to answer all your
questions.

Service Hotline
+49 (0) 27 73/85-132

Additional information regarding
QINEO® the new range of welding
power sources can be obtained at
www.qineo.de
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Carl Cloos Schweisstechnik GmbH
Industriestrasse
D-35708 Haiger

www.qirox.de
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Subject to technical alterations.

Telephone +49 (0)2773 85-0
Telefax +49 (0)2773 85-275
E-mail info@cloos.de
www.cloos.de

